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ABSTRACT

KEYWORDS

In the domain of Human Computer Interaction (HCI),
the communication between humans and software is an
ongoing challenge. On the one hand, humans have
growing needs and expectations. On the other hand,
software has more advanced features and
functionalities. This dual complexity growth results in
difficulty in interaction. User interface is the
battleground where sophisticated cognitive demands
need to be resolved between the user and the software
for effective communication. When interaction
involves big data retrieval, communication often takes
the form of software displaying data, and users
comprehending their meaning, then requesting more
date, or requesting some processing to be applied on
the displayed data.

Smart Data, Big Data, Interactive data, SemiStructured Data, Information Overload, XML.

We explore two main issues of big data user
interaction: Encoding and structure. First, data
encoding is typically application-dependent, and has
little value without its owner software. Similarly, data
structuring will make all data items follow welldefined structure (e.g. tables) that preserves its
meaning for software tools to manipulate. Structure is
preferred as it allows for easy and accurate data
processing, but the majority of valuable data is
unstructured, heterogeneous sets of mixed contents
(text, links, tables, graphics, audio, video, etc.). While
great for human consumption, it is not scalable and
does not lend itself readily to tools. We propose a new
approach for “stand-alone” big data approach that has
application-agnostic encoding using XML, and is also
well structured for easy processing. We show a
comprehensive process of creating and disseminating
large amounts of data effectively with both syntax and
semantic contents built-in and preserved, independent
of any application used. We use text-based patterns as
a case study to demonstrate the problem with big,
heterogeneous, rich data and build a system to help its
dissemination and assimilation process.

1 INTRODUCTION
Christopher Alexander is considered one of the
pioneers to use the concept of design patterns [1].
His goal was to improve the quality of work in
architecture and building construction by
recording a well-defined set of his previous design
rules that he referred to as patterns. “Although the
quality of a well-designed building is hard to put
into words, the patterns themselves that make up
that building are remarkably simple and easy to
understand” [2]. The software engineering
community has popularized patterns throughout
the entire design spectrum from requirements all
the way to testing, deployment and reengineering.
In the field of Human Computer Interaction (HCI),
patterns are commonly used as a step towards
building more usable user interfaces. For instance
we have patterns for tasks, dialogs, user types,
interface layout, and platform specifics [3]. HCI
patterns records information about frequently
encountered problems and explain how they can
be solved. By capturing the indications and
solutions of common problems, patterns can
enhance communication between software
practitioners and increase design reuse. HCI
pattern Languages have also been proposed as a
way to accumulate and group a large body of HCI
knowledge. When similar or complementary
patterns are used simultaneously, they represent a
“design language” that resembles a process for a
systematic approach of solving software
development challenges. Pattern languages are not
intended to be similar to high-level programming
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languages. They rather resemble a set of
interrelated-patterns. Nonetheless, they still
provide design building blocks for describing a
particular design problem along with a solution.
Patterns are meant to help in developing concrete
design artifacts with valuable human experience in
them. However, apart from scarce code snippets,
the predominant presentation method is a highly
heterogeneous set of text, graphics, and sometimes
video. While this can generate great, “cool”
documents, they are only human-readable and –
processable. Apart from limited text and metadata
search, they are not suitable for bulk software
processing, greatly limiting their use in large
numbers. Different interviews and studies [4], [5],
[6], revealed that designers found patterns highly
beneficial, yet faced some difficulties when they
tried to find, understand and apply them correctly
in their context. When asked to implement the
same pattern on different platforms, they found it
to be more difficult than they expected. Once they
were trained, transforming a pattern into a
program code was a manageable task.
Several researchers identified that the lack of tool
support, coupled with unclear description of the
process of disseminating them, compromises these
benefits [7]. The text-based formats currently
popular for documenting patterns cause them to
have problems similar to those of design
guidelines and recommendations – they tend to be
abstract and ambiguous, and hence difficult to
reuse [8], [9].

plethora of patterns available, they also get
inundated with huge number of pattern literature
and links in many books and on the Internet [4],
[5], [6]. They have to manually read and sift
through piles of texts looking for some concrete
patterns to apply. In this paper we introduce a
framework to represent patterns data as smart
components by identifying and rewriting their
semantics as a model for designers and design
tools. This model transforms textual patterns into
programmable pattern objects with well-defined
interfaces that reflect the knowledge underlying
patterns data. This makes them accessible in any
object oriented programming language as well as
in XML for tool interoperability.
2.1 Early Attempts to Increase Pattern
Comprehension
Pattern authors have long realized the problem of
the limited ability of humans to comprehend large
volume of text, and the need to increase access to
the large number of patterns available. Attempts to
address this problem can generally be put under
three categories:
-

Internal Pattern Structure, where pattern
author use an existing, well-known format
(e.g. [10], or define a new template that
they strictly apply throughout their
collection (e.g. [2]. This can help deliver
important and popular pattern ideas like
problem, context, forces and solution to
users. However, other authors simply
published their patterns in a free format
without using any specific template [11].

-

Intra-collection Structure, where pattern
authors organize patterns within each
collection (using boxes and arrows, or
using pointers and references within each
pattern) to show how they can interact with
each other in a comprehensive way.

-

Inter-collection Structure, which refer to
how patterns from different collections can
be organized together. While this is an
important aspect for the user -due to the
ever growing number of pattern

2 BACK GROUND AND RELATED WORK
Writers of HCI patterns tend to emphasize user
experience and human aspects of the user interface
(UI) design. They use elaborate narrative formats
to convey theories and concepts of interaction
design and human factors. On the other hand,
application UI developers need concrete and
pragmatic details through their design activities.
They often find it hard to comprehend and
translate textual pattern knowledge into concrete
design. Text descriptions of patterns are not easy
to integrate into design (CASE) tools, an
indispensable help to developers today. With the
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collections- it has generally received little
or no attention by most pattern authors. An
effort was made by [12] who suggested a
pattern language for pattern writing. They
introduced a format that can be used to
format all patterns and pattern languages.
The main disadvantage of this attempt was
trying to impose a fixed format that only
few authors were willing to use, defeating
the main purpose of this approach. Pattern
authors have their individual points of
view in using different formats. Other
attempts followed suit [13] but –againfixed formats were imposed, garnering
only limited support.
Besides the different formatting techniques, there
are other issues associated with patterns
documents. Logistical concerns are often tied to
the storage, publishing and delivery of patterns to
their users. Furthermore, reuse challenges
represent the decisive factor in their success or
failure. [14] discussed the potential benefits of
using patterns as a vehicle for design components
reuse. Due to the innovative nature of the design
activity, the reuse of designs represents only a
small part of the total design effort, the integration
of multiple artifacts together is even less.
Patterns are a popular and common approach to
convey human knowledge. Despite their creative
nature, designers usually need to apply a
structured approach to help manage all design
activities and keep them within the planned
resources. Partial automation of this process,
combined with sound experience and good
common sense can significantly facilitate the
analysis and design phase of software
development [15]. If patterns were presented in
machine-readable format, tools could help
combine them together at high design levels
similar to what we do with machine-readable code
idioms and high-level programming languages.
The Smalltalk Refactoring Browser for example; a
common tool for reusing Smalltalk coding patterns
at the source code level, provide developers with
help on how to use patterns in three ways as per
[16]:

-

-

-

“Generate program elements (e.g. classes,
hierarchies) for a new instance of a pattern,
taken from an extensible collection of
"template" patterns.
Integrate pattern occurrences with the rest of
the program by binding program elements to a
role in a pattern (e.g. indicating that an
existing class plays a particular role in a
pattern instance)
Check whether occurrences of patterns still
meet the invariants governing the patterns and
repairing the program in case of problems”

Our work aligns with these efforts and proposes a
new approach to write patterns as smart
components that offer their semantic contents and
behavior to users and tools through human user
interface (UI) as well as programmable interfaces
(API). In this paradigm, we do not suggest a fixed
template to be followed by pattern authors, but
rather an abstract “generic model” that covers a
wide range of formats and promotes
interoperability between them both at human- and
machine levels. The generic model allows for
instantiating concrete, programmable pattern
objects, or “complex types” in the object oriented
paradigm. The idea allows pattern authors to use
their creativity and their own formats in writing
patterns and then add an additional layer to
transform them into software components with the
same semantics, and without loosing any
knowledge contained in them. Once transformed,
patterns become smart objects runnable in any
runtime environment and can be manipulated by
tools. The concept equally encourages new
patterns to be written originally as objects instead
of text artifacts.
3 MODEL-BASED APPROACH AND
SCALABILITY
In document-based approach, authors directly
create text documents that are instances of human
experience, only suitable for human reader or
keyword lookup. In model-based approach, an
additional “modeling layer” is inserted between
the data and the reader (human or machine). To
create smart data using model-based approach, we
first design documents as abstract models, and
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specify the desired structure, syntax and semantics
using these models. We formally describe the
desired behavior of each model and the interaction
(or interoperability) between different models as
well as the integration of these models into
different design processes and artifacts. During the
modeling phase, we use real samples or simulated
data contents as well as algorithms and software
tools to experiment and validate the models. This
modeling approach has many advantages. At
different design phases, it allows designers to
manipulate abstract models with just the right
amount of information and integrate them into
their design artifacts without cluttering them with
too many details. At the code level, it enhances
interaction and integration with the application
source code once data models have well known
interfaces that accurately represent their
semantics. Moreover, scalability is enhanced by
allowing tools to interact with these models in an
automated way, and in much greater numbers than
the human processing capacity with the narrative
format. Looking up information using different
queries and search criteria will be greatly
improved.

Figure 1: The Dissemination Layer

Figure 1 gives a conceptual view of our approach,
seen as an addition and enhancement to the current
approach of human-only pattern reuse. The lower
box represents the current concept and the upper
box represents our system. The lower box has two
layers. The first layer at the bottom is a virtual link
between a domain expert (the source of
experience, left ellipse) and another designer (the
destination of experience, right ellipse). This

experience can be transferred physically with
direct, mentored interaction between both roles
(an ideal, but rare option), or through the next
(upper) layer of the lower box, using patterns,
reusable “encapsulations” of human experience.
In the added third layer (the upper box of Figure
1) we apply modeling techniques to specify
scalable dissemination and assimilation processes.
As narrative patterns are rewritten according to the
suggested models, they conform to our software
system specifications and thus offer the
interoperable behavior.

Figure 2: The Abstraction of Activities

A Smart Data Environment, SDE, is the system
that helps users get access to a large number of
patterns as software components, and offers the
functionality needed to efficiently manipulate
them. To explain the idea, we abstract the concept
of Figure 1 into the complete lifecycle of smart
data as shown in Figure 2. The key points of this
lifecycle are the dissemination process, the
assimilation process, and the Smart Data
Environment, SDE, which connects these two
processes together.
3.1 The Dissemination Process
Dissemination refers to “the activities associated
with delivering knowledge and experience from
pattern authors to pattern users –or designers”.
For efficient dissemination, we need to reduce the
time spent by users in looking up patterns, and the
ability to locate all patterns that can be useful
according to some search criteria that a user can
apply. So far, these activities have been left up to
4
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the user. Pattern authors simply publish there
patterns, generally in books or on the Internet and
the dissemination process stops there. Some
pattern authors recognized the problem and added
links within their collections to other collections.
This, however, adds to the confusion of the users
as they see similarities between collections. They
get distracted or lost in the available maze of
patterns. In this context, we define the visibility
problem that new patterns suffer as “new patterns
become diluted in huge pattern offerings and
hence get no significant chance of making their
way to users”. This has been confirmed by the
results of an empirical study [4], [5].
Consequently, many designers limit their pattern
repository to few patterns that they already know,
and rarely look for new patterns.
3.2

The Assimilation Process

Assimilation refers to the design decisions made
by pattern users as to how selected patterns can be
applied during different stages of design, and how
they can be combined together within the artifact
being designed. Pattern authors have connected
several patterns in their collections and presented
them in graphs showing patterns as boxes and
relationships as arrows. They often suggested how
each pattern could interact with other patterns in
an “approved” way. However, it is left up to the
pattern user to figure out how to incorporate
patterns from different collections and in different
design phases as well as which patterns correctly
belong to each phase. Tool support is essential in
this stage to help users manipulate and integrate
patterns within a well-defined pattern-oriented
dissemination process. Pattern components work
as objects that offer their semantics in XML as
well as java / C# classes with well-defined
interfaces
to communicate with the design
environment, the SDE.
4 USER CENTERED DESIGN, UCD
[17] discuss the two paradigms of productoriented and process-oriented approaches in
software engineering. The problem with the
product-oriented approach is that the product
developed is disconnected from the users work

environment. In other words, no information about
user work environment are collected or used in the
design. This is exactly what we are trying to
avoid by following process-oriented UCD
approach. Process oriented approaches are
designed to complement the product-oriented view
by connecting program development process to
the work environment (context of use) as well as
the users themselves. UCD process ensures
relevant functionality is properly identified from
the users’ perspective, and usable design is hence
created to match users’ view and expectations.
4.1

Formal Vs. Informal Processes: A

Pragmatic Approach
[18] discusses in some details the formal and
informal design approaches and mentions that
structured engineering approaches are focused on
systematic system building and prefer the use of
formal representations. They support the analysis
and theoretical derivation as well as formal
transition to implementation, which is essential for
making effective, efficient, and reliable
engineering systems. On the other hand,
approaches that rely on participation of people
unskilled in formal methods naturally favor
informal representations as they enhance the
dialogue with end user and support empirical
studies as well as validation. For our system, being
non mission-critical, with more weight and
preference towards informality in the humanreadable documentation, we put some emphasis on
a number of formal methods, but in other cases we
use informal method to perform a structured
expert support. Occasionally, these informal
approaches can be paralleled by formal techniques
written as tools that manipulate pattern objects in
an object-oriented language. We believe that there
is a lot of synergy between the two approaches.
One main reason for our mixed approach is
pragmatism. When we develop software, formal
approaches tend to produce code with far less
error, but they tend to be overly complex and
expensive. Comparing that to humans, we tend to
intelligently compensate for errors, misspellings,
and vagueness much better and comprehend the
overall meanings and contents even with several
5
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errors present; a whole software code can break
down if a semi-colon was replaced by a comma.
Since we are dealing with both humans and
software in our approach, we use a mix of formal
and informal processes as deemed suitable.
4.2 Structured Vs. Unstructured Data
Another important aspect of our work is the
amount of structure we need to add to our data.
We define the Structured Data Continuum as per
Figure 3.

Figure 3: Structured Data Continuum

From our perspective, one of the main differences
between structured and unstructured data is the
ability of non-human reader (a software agent for
example) to perform six main features that we
refer to as “Formality Features”:
1) Access: Have full access to all parts of the
data
components
(words,
phrases,
paragraphs, numbers…)
2) Atomic Meaning: Have the ability to
accurately identify the meaning of each
individual data component. Unlike all
possible meanings found in a dictionary,
atomic meaning refers to a specific
context-related meaning

3) Local Relationships: Have the ability to
accurately identify essential relationships
between different data components within
a document space
4) Global Relationships: Have the ability to
accurately identify essential relationships
between different data components across
multiple document within the entire “data
space”
5) Validation: Have the ability to identify
essential contradictions, missing, or
incorrect information in data components
meanings, or relationships within a
document or across the entire data space.
6) Processability: Having the ability to
process data components across multiple
documents to produce advanced meanings
and new relationships.
We need to elaborate on two main aspects in our
approach:
Essential Relationships: Those are more basic
relationships between data components that can be
easily identified or generated during the
generation of structured data. An example can be a
logical database constraint like “A à B”, or a
simple fact like “if A is a parent of B, then B is a
descendant of A”. Non-essential relationships can
be more sophisticated, and require more intelligent
software algorithms to generate. An example is
“many people who buy soft drinks also buy chips
with it”. This form of advanced, non-essential
relationships is often referred to as Business
Intelligence, BI, and is not part of the six main
features.
Redundancy: Generally speaking, redundant data
exists when a pair of data components that are
similar in such a way that eliminating one of them
will have no effect whatsoever on the meaning or
the correctness of the entire data space.
Redundancy can create serious problems in many
structured data documents. Therefore, database
domain has developed advanced formal
techniques to identify and eliminate redundancies.
However, from a fully structured data perspective,
the presence of redundancy in a document does
not prevent it from being fully structured if all the
6 formality features are present. The fact that the
same data component is presented twice in a
6
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document does not make it informal as long as it is
fully correct, readable, understandable, and
processable by software. Redundancies can later
generate inconsistencies, or wrong meanings, and
that is why they are looked down at and mostly
eliminated by database. In our 6 point formality
feature model, it can be identified and eliminated
with the “processability” feature, but it is not a
core feature of formal data.
Accordingly, on the far right hand side of the
Structured Data Continuum (Figure 3), we can
describe a fully structured data as one whose
components are fully identified by software.
Database tables are fully accessed and processable
by SQL, where all meanings of all cells of all its
tables are well understood by software. All
essential relationships are also defined during the
database creation process. Advanced meanings
and relationships are not typically present in
databases, but they can be extracted by processing
database tables using queries. A Structured Query
Language (SQL) can extract sophisticated
meanings like “ find students who live in area A,
and take either course B or C this semester, but
not taking both courses simultaneously, and did
not take course D before”. This is a non-essential
relationship that is not directly present in the
original data, but can be processed out of formal
document using SQL.
On the other extreme, fully unstructured data have
free-flowing form, rich contents, and multiple
non-textual forms like images, graphs, tables,
audio or video. While these mixed contents have
heterogeneous presentations, they most likely have
a homogeneous meaning and semantics, as well as
common contents. This makes them easy to
comprehend by humans and even fun to read as
they look for the semantics and meaning of the
contents. On the contrary, they could be a
nightmare for software to process as they typically
look at and compare syntactic contents only.
Many workarounds can be done to interpolate the
underlying meaning of data based on its syntax.
We present tow simple examples to demonstrate:
Example 1: A simple phrase like “Mr. Fox is
driving a Jaguar”. Humans can immediately
identify “Fox” as a person’s family name, and

“Jaguar” as a popular car brand. Computers can
have hard time doing that.
Example 2: Finding a specific picture on the
Web. Computers can manipulate pictures with
ultra high precisions as pixels with millions of
color variations per pixel but have hard time
identifying what each picture really contains, or
compare two identical pictures if they slightly
vary in even unnoticeable details. One
workaround is to identify the contents through
metadata associated with each picture, which often
clearly describe the contents in computer-readable
way (semi-structured). This solution fails when
metadata is not descriptive enough or absent
altogether. Another, more complex approach is to
try pattern recognition of the pixel contents
(machine vision). These solutions are highly
sophisticated and expensive, with limited success.
Another approach is to scan all pictures on the
web, and scan all accompanying text, then use the
text as a low fidelity meta data. The simple idea is
that if the document has the word “dog” then the
images in the same document probably are dogrelated. Further ranking (Google style) like the
number of occurrences of the word can refine the
returned images and rank them. We used Google
Images to proof this concept. We ran a search for
a simple keyword “Dog”, and got several hundred
images of dogs in all contexts imaginable and
unimaginable. We identified few irrelevant
images. One of them was of person’s mug shot.
As we traced it to the original document, the title
of the document read ” Florida linebacker Antonio
Morrison arrested after barking at police dog.”
Source: New York Daily News, read more:
http://www.nydailynews.com/sports/college/florid
a-lb-arrested-barking-police-dog-article1.1404972#ixzz2eWxm5tyB
As we can see, the use of accompanying text to
guess on the contents of an image can work most
of the time, but it remains a mechanical method,
and the success rate goes dramatically down with
more advanced search.
Similarly, the comparison of similar but pixelimperfect pictures can be manipulated using fuzzy
logic and non-traditional database approaches with
acceptable results. The problem remains as to fully
describe the contents of a complex picture by a
computer in the same intuitive way humans do.
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Other approaches to manage unstructured data can
be found at Google maps, where they first
captured millions of pictures of earth at different
layers as well as street views, then hired an army
of people to manually review, fix, connect, and
annotate them, adding structure, and hence having
them
highly
processable
by
software.
Amazon.com used a different approach to adding
structure to their documents. With the help of
millions of users, they annotated the original
books contents with additional end-user and
system-generated, highly structured contents (e.g.
star-ranking, user feedback, related book
recommendations, people who bought/viewed at
this book also bought/viewed those other books,
etc.).
4.1 The Conceptual View of Smart Big Data
As we can see, the space we call “Structured Data
Continuum” is rich with many methods and
techniques to try to manipulate the ever growing
amount of unstructured data we produce everyday.
In the following work, we introduce a new
concept to add structure to fully unstructured data
to greatly increase human’s ability to manipulate it
at large scale while still focusing on the semantics
of this manipulation rather than just the syntax.
Starting at an early phase of proof of concept, we
use a minimal amount of details. We present an
abstract view of the document first. [19]
emphasize that abstract representation of a system
helped designers focus on the contents, while too
many details distracted them into discussions
about unimportant issues. We first present the
main components of our actual system as shown in
Figure 3.

Figure 4: Smart Patterns

The system is intended to combine existing textual
patterns with formal models to produce
programmable pattern objects, or smart patterns.
Expert help is needed to manually collect and
rewrite existing patterns using the models. This
manual help is performed at the initial
construction of the dissemination system and for
adding more patterns to it. In this functional view
we ignored some roles. Pattern users are not an
input to our workflow. They are seen as receivers
of the final pattern objects. Similarly, pattern
authors are strategically replaced by expert help
performed on available patterns. The idea is that
we cannot force pattern authors to write their
patterns directly into a dissemination system using
any predefined format. They usually prefer to not
be bound to a specific layout. Therefore, the
system allows patterns in textual formats to be
rewritten using the given models without loosing
any information. They can be retrieved and
restored to their original form or manipulated as
software objects. Finally, system designers and
system builders are not shown here as their roles
are non-functional to the dissemination of pattern
knowledge.
4.2 The 7Cs Process
As discussed earlier, the central aspect of process
oriented approach is its dependence on a
predefined process. A systematic design process
instigates quality design by providing designers
with a structured method to use in their design
activities. In our approach, we emphasized the
need for both dissemination and assimilation
processes. In this paper, we present the
dissemination process completely decoupled from
any specific assimilation process. This allows it to
offer patterns that can be integrated
simultaneously in several assimilation processes.
“Free patterns” that do not belong to any process
at all are hard to integrate in design. Similarly,
“proprietary patterns” that are specifically tailored
to manually fit one design process using few
specific examples defeat the main purpose of
pattern generality and abstraction. We see that a
pattern can be integrated in several assimilation
processes by properly encapsulating its knowledge
and presenting its behavior through a well-defined
8
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interface. Any assimilation process can then
lookup pattern objects and select the appropriate
ones using different search criteria. The selected
pattern components can then be integrated in new
designs or used to generate code fragments. We
define the 7C’s as “a structured process to replace
the huge cognitive load of manipulating HCI
patterns with a dissemination system of smart
patterns”. The 7C’s process identifies both logical
and physical aspects of the system. A logical
process focuses on what actions and activities
need to be done. A physical process complements
the logical process by specifying the roles
associated with the process, and details who is
going to do what [20], [21]. As part of the pattern
reuse problem is associated with missing roles in
the dissemination activities (all left to the user),
the 7C’s process addresses both how these
activities need to be done, and who should be
doing each of them. Briefly, the 7C’s process
moves gradually from current unplanned
generation and use of patterns into building an
automated pattern collection. The process
comprises seven steps:
Collect: Place Different Research Work on
Patterns in One Central Data Repository
To unify the diverse collection of pattern
information, this step is the starting point,
involving the creation of a central storage of
patterns.
Clearout: Change from Different
Formats/Presentations into One Style
Going through step 1, we identified several
patterns that are dealing with the same problem
from different perspectives, so in this step, we
focus on consolidating existing patterns into one
integrated, unified view.
Certify: Define a Domain and Clear
Terminology
Answer Garden [22] route new pattern proposals
to a set of distributed experts. Those experts
provide feedback on the relevance of patterns, and
whether they belong to the domain or not. They
further determine where they exactly belong
within the defined domain. We follow the same
approach.

Contribute: Receive Input from Pattern
Community
Experts would come up with a partial or a
complete set of patterns only after they’ve spent
years doing relevant work [1], [23] or have time to
update an existing collection [2], [8]. By building
our repository of patterns, we can help unify
pattern defined by different individuals in the
future. We can further identify areas where there
is a shortage of patterns and declare this shortage
to the associated community.
Connect: Establishing Semantic Relationships
between Patterns in a Relationship Model
It has been long determined in the pattern
community that a considerable portion of
information associated with patterns lies in the
relationships between them [24], [25], [26] rather
than in the patterns themselves. Therefore, an
essential step in the process is to identify and
document this relationship information.
Categorize: Define Clear Categories for
patterns that Map them into Assimilation
Processes
Based on user perspectives and their mental model
as they build certain expectation from the patterns
they are looking for, rather than what pattern
authors might think [27], [28], [29], we build a
classifications system to make patterns more
manageable by the user. The main objective is to
reduce the complexity of searching for patterns, or
in understanding the relationship between them.
Control – Machine Readable Format for
Future Tools
Defining formal pattern models which represent
the semantics of a pattern system [30] and strictly
follows the pattern lifecycle, will eventually allow
for automated tool development that can process
the meaning and the content of patterns rather than
just text matching. The methodology, when
centered around the given set of models can allow
for integrating disparate tools into one integrated
framework [31], [32]
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5 THE SMART DATA ENVIRONMENT
While it can be seen as another “tool”, we can
more accurately explain the notion of SDE as a
“unifying concept” that offers interoperable
models, a notation to implement these models
using XML or any object oriented language, and
an underlying multi-tier information system to
store the essential data and to offer interaction
with it.
5.1 The Role of XML in Pattern Components
XML is a standard that has been widely accepted
in software industry. Every text can be rewritten in
XML syntax by simply adding markup tags to
explain what the subsequent piece of text is. The
mere fact that a document is written in XML
allows for some automatic processing to be
applied to it using programming languages, while
keeping it readable by humans. Simply stated, the
contents of the document can be “automatically
manipulated”. This is often referred to as
document-oriented XML.

Figure 5: The XML Space

However, XML can offer much more than that.
The main advantage of XML for our approach is
its ability to describe the full depth of the meaning
of the document independent of any specific
programming language, allowing it to be
interoperable with any programming environment.
[33] explains that true interoperability requires not
just interoperable syntax, but interoperable
semantics. If the structure of the XML document
was built according to a valid schema following
predefined models that allow for interoperability,
the capability and the power of processing the data

becomes much greater as it becomes fully
structured; or formal. This is referred to as dataoriented XML and is intended mainly for
automatic processing, not for humans to read.
Not only is it easier to write tools to manipulate
the contents of a document, it also opens the gate
to a large number of available XML technologies
to be directly applied to the document for
automatic processing. To achieve universal data
manipulation, the input to XML space is
generalized into abstract data source and the
output to abstract data sink. Accordingly, any data
format can be seen as an “information source” that
feeds into the XML space by initially transforming
it into XML (Figure 4). After the transformation
phase, the document can be rendered into the
format of any “information sink” at the output, or
redirected back into the XML space for further
transformation. This allows several XML
technologies to be pipelined in a modular way to
generate arbitrarily complex processing and
rendering schemes. The enabling key into this
XML space is to represent data in a properly
expressive semantic format that displays the
desired structure and behavior in it, regardless of
any specific application. This can be referred to as
“smart data” contrary to smart applications. In
smart applications, data is created through- and
belongs to- a specific application (e.g. Excel
spreadsheets, MS Word or an Adobe Acrobat
document). Data is represented internally in
different proprietary formats and are accessible
only by running the “owner” application.
Transferring data from one application to another
requires knowledge of all details of proprietary
formats of both applications. For m applications,
this could mean m*(m-1) transformations, a
tedious and unpractical approach. Smart data, on
the other hand, present all semantics within data
itself in the common, non-proprietary format of
XML. Any application or tool can be seen as an
information source that exports its proprietary data
once to XML space. Similarly, applications can be
seen as information sinks, and XML data can be
imported by them from the XML space. To cover
all possible transformation, this needs to be done
only twice for each application; in and out of
XML space. For m applications to fully
10
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communicate, the total number of transformation
is reduced to 2*m. For a large m, this is a
significant saving. Following this concept, we use
XML as the central representation of pattern
components, and we use tools to automatically
transform them back and forth between objectoriented classes, text as well as other XML based
languages.
6
THE
SYSTEM
IMPLEMENTATION

DESIGN

AND

At this stage we zoom in at the system architecture
by refining Figure 4 into Figure 6. Looking at the
data pathways depicted in this Figure, we see that
the input information is now bypassed from the
direct path (from pattern collections directly to
user) -marked as A- into the system pre-storage
phase, the pattern corpus, and then to the rest of
the system -marked as B.
The Manual Processing block represents the
manual activity by users to search for patterns and
read through the text, analyze its contents, and
figure out which patterns to choose and how to
apply them in design. We compare the two
processes, referred to as A and B. If we considered
them as two different dissemination processes of
patterns, we can refer to the Capability Maturity
Model, CMM of the Software Engineering
Institute to briefly evaluate them.
-Process A: it does not follow a particular
approach of dissemination except for
relying on users’ manual processing
(looking up patterns, understanding them,
and applying them in an ad hoc fashion).
We evaluated this process to be at CMM
Level 1 (Initial).
-Process B: As suggested by the
dissemination system, there is a process in
place to help users interact with patterns in
a structured way. Moreover, this process
relies heavily on feedback, and is
constantly changing, as seen in the 7C’s
process within the system. We estimate it
at CMM Level 4 (Managed).

In Figure 6 we show the main modules and the
activities associated with them as implemented in
our system.
Input: The three input modules to the system
are the pattern corpus, the data models, and the
structured expert support. The pattern corpus is a
preprocessed collection of useful patterns obtained
from the available pattern collections. The data
models implement the aforementioned additional
modeling layer that we added to the existing
dissemination process. These models allow the
rewrites of patterns to be interoperable and
machine-readable. The Structured Expert Support,
SES, is a methodical human activity that has two
major activities: Derivation, and Modulation. The
former refers to reducing redundancies between
existing patterns, which is abundant in current
collections. The latter refer to rebuilding the
derived patterns to conform to the defined models.
Processing: The three input modules are
collated together by applying the system process
(the 7C’s process), which defines the systematic
activities associated with the three input modules.
It defines a step-by-step implementation of
building pattern corpus and applying structured
expert support (SES) on it according to the defined
system models.
Output: The system process transforms the
input into “XML rewrites” of patterns to conform
to the given models. XML rewrites are validated
against the semantics and behavior specified by
these models. They are then stored in an XMLDB,
and are presented for interaction as a back-tier of
the three-tier system as shown on the right hand
side of Figure 6. The middle tier of the system
represents the interoperability offered by the
system in the form of modular components that
interact with the database and implement any
desired algorithms. These components can range
from tools to read the XML patterns and apply
new functionality or a digital library that offers the
contents of the DB for browsing, lookup, or
updating [34]. This layer also links the XMLDB
into existing tools that reads XML documents and
transforms them to XUL, UIML or other
specifications. Similarly, the layer allows for
automatically transforming patterns into objects in
different object-oriented languages and back
(marshaling / unmarshaling patterns). In our
11
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implementation, we automatically generate fully
functional java and C# objects from the XML
patterns. These objects are then used in java and
.NET platforms as regular software objects that
encapsulate pattern information and behavior. The
front tier of the system is the presentation
environment, which is the interface aggregating
the available tools and using the pattern objects
directly.

Figure 6: A Comprehensive System to Generate and
Disseminate Smart Patterns

The Generic Data Type, GDT defines
concrete implementations of the conceptual GDM.
According to different design requirements,
programming paradigms and platforms, each
concrete instance of GPM is a GDT. GDT is a
well-defined type as defined in strongly typed
object oriented programming language, similar to
integer, double and complex types. A concrete

GDT is well defined in the sense that all its
constituent components and their primitive types
are well defined. While GDM is a conceptual
model that helps abstract and standardize pattern
behavior, the GDT is a low level complex type
that we implemented as fully functional XML
schema as well as Java and C# classes. It has also
be implemented as an ER diagram using relational
tables. The GDT encapsulates pattern information
and
provides
concrete interface
that allow access
to all data and
functionality
of
patterns.
Each
textual pattern is
rewritten as a new
object by declaring
a new instance of
the GDT. These
classes are easily
transferred
back
and forth between
object-oriented
paradigm
and
XML
using
existing tools.
The eXtensible
Data
Object,
XDO allows for
automating
the
manipulation
of
pattern
objects
using an extensible
repository
of
predefined
keywords added to
each pattern within the GDM. Tools can be
written to automatically process pattern contents
according to the XDO. For example, we can
define an algorithm to compare pattern similarity
and equivalence by comparing the relationships
between the keywords of the problem, the context,
and the solution of different patterns. A simplified
example to demonstrate the algorithm is that
patterns that offer different solutions to same
problem in same context are considered equivalent
patterns in the algorithm of this tool.
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The
Progressive
Abstraction
Type
Hierarchy, PATH categorizes patterns in a
hierarchy that maps directly to different steps of
software design process (please see the Categorize
step of the 7C’s process). This allows for effective
selection and assimilation of specific patterns in
each stage of the design. The hierarchy is logically
represented as a virtual tree, but physically it is
implemented by adding the category information
of each pattern into the GDT. A tool can then
extract this information from the patterns and
render the hierarchy as a tree to the user. The more
important function of this model is for design tools
to extract and link patterns into corresponding
design phases. Other hierarchies are being
modeled to reflect categorizations proposed by
different pattern authors. As explained, patterns
are then examined to see how they can belong to
each of these models.
7 IMPLEMENTATION

dissemination and the assimilation processes. The
intent was to see if structured patterns were easy
to find (the dissemination part) and reuse (the
assimilation part). Sample patterns were manually
transformed and saved into an XML database. A
front end web client was created to help the user
define what they were looking for, then a query
was generated and sent to the XQuery processor.
Results were formatted and displayed to the user.
Figure 8 shows the architecture of a complete
system that focuses on a large-scale full pattern
life cycle as explained in [35]; the generation, the
dissemination, and the assimilation processes. The
figure comprises the main components of building
a smart data system using Java to create object
oriented classes with methods reflecting the
desired behavior of each data object. The close
and accurate transformation between Java
technologies and XML tools allow for marshaling
our java classes into XML database as XML
presentation of those classes.

The full details of system implementation are
beyond the scope of this paper, but we briefly
show highlights of the implemented proof of
concept (POC) system.

Figure 8: Build-Time of Smart Data System
Figure 7: Smart Patterns POC

Figure 7 shows the architecture of a proof of
concept to demonstrate the feasibility of the
concept. For this initial step, the focus was not on
adding structure to the HCI pattern data (the
generation process). The focus was on both the

After the system is created, document authors
(HCI pattern authors in our case) interact with a
user interface at run time to create their rich
content documents concurrently qualifying data
items as they create it, hence adding a clear
meaning and semantics to every item created. Data
is transformed back and forth between humanreadable
rich
content
documents,
Java
13
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environment, and XML space, allowing for same
data to be manipulated and presented at those
three levels: Rich text document, OO API, and
XML API.
While it takes extra effort for domain experts to
generate smart data than to write plain documents,
here are few points to consider:
• Careful design of usable UI reduces the
effort needed, and allow the user to
complete the work faster.
• Authors are motivated to use the system if
they realized the additional visibility their
document will have as compared to
standard text search available today.
• As a good return-on-investment (ROI),
users accessing the documents for reuse
will save significant time as they get the
contents readily findable and available in
multiple formats rather than have to spend
much of their time going through several
false hits using simple Google search.
• Tool developers will have the opportunity
to build tools at both the Java and XML
layers to help users manipulate data even
more.

Figure 9: Run-Time of Smart Data System

Looking at other successful systems, we can
identify the presence of human expertise as key
contribution to adding structure to unstructured
data. For example, after Google captured millions

of street maps of most places on earth, they hired
an army of humans to annotate their maps with
street names and additional data. Similarly, after
they captured millions of “Street Views”, they
used similar army of humans to review the
pictures, annotate them, and blur certain items like
human faces and car license plates.
Amazon did similar human approach by relying
on millions of users to annotate and help add
structure and value to the data. We believe that
with the right mix of software and human effort
(highly experienced domain experts, or a large
number of less experienced humans), data can be
elevated to a higher quality content. And if it is
captured properly, it will be do-once-use-severaltimes effort, with a great ROI.
8 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
The current process of pattern reuse is a simple
process of publishing numerous patterns using
different media and leaving it up to the users to do
their best in figuring out how to find and use them.
We suggested an addition to this concept to help
define and standardize the process of pattern
dissemination and assimilation, which can lead to
an effective reuse of the knowledge contents
within patterns. We proposed to represent patterns
as software objects that encapsulate pattern
semantics and allow interaction with them through
their interfaces. We have developed several
prototypes under two broad categories, namely as
an online digital library with universal
contributions, and as a personal digital library on
personal computers for small scale pattern
collections. In both categories we prototyped
several options at the database level (persistent
layer), the processing level (tools), and the
interface. The models and the associated notation
can be adopted by other users and tool developers
to enhance the system. We are conducting
empirical study to test and validate the system we
developed and we are gradually evolving it into a
mature system.
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